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ABSTRACT
Edge detection can be performed by applying an edge filter in n directions. Conceptually, in order to estimate gradient, that is, to determine the edge map, eight filtering directions, e.g. (0, π/8, π/4, 3π/8, π/2, 5π/8, 3π/4, 7π/8), constitute the sufficient basis for the gradient calculation. Computationally, such a two-dimensional (2-D) eight-directional filter can be represented by a pair of real masks, that is, by one complex-number matrix. Final edges are determined after applying the non-maximum suppression followed by thresholding with hysteresis algorithms to obtain smooth and connected edge map.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An edge is characterized by an abrupt change in intensity indicating the boundary between two regions in an image. It is a local property of an individual pixel and is calculated from the image function in a neighborhood of the pixel. Edge detection is a fundamental operation in computer vision and image processing. It concerns the detection of significant variations of a grey level image. The output of this operation is mainly used in higher-level visual processing like three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction, stereo motion analysis, recognition, scene segmentation, image compression, etc. Hence, it is important for a detector to be efficient and reliable [1].

In computer vision, edge detection is traditionally implemented by convolving the image with some form of linear filter, usually a filter that approximates a first or second derivative operator. An odd symmetric filter will approximate a first derivative, and peaks in the convolution output will correspond to edges (luminance discontinuities) in the image. An even symmetric filter will approximate a second derivative operator. Zero-crossings in the output of convolution with an even symmetric filter will correspond to edges [2].

If we ignore the noise present in images, edge detection can be based primarily on the computation of the gradient of intensity with subsequent thresholding of its magnitude. For this purpose the popular filters, like the Sobel filter [3], are used. Hence, a typical simple method of obtaining an edge strength map is based on the estimation of two components of the intensity gradient vector using horizontal and vertical Sobel masks. Taking noise and edge imperfection into consideration, edge filters are traditionally constructed so as to improve the suppression of unwanted disturbances by appropriate lowpass filtering. The idea has originated perhaps from the concept of stochastic gradient [4] and from work of Marr and Hildreth [5], and in its current form was introduced by Canny [6] and developed further in many works using various criteria of optimality of the edge detection process. Following a classification of the optimal one-dimensional (1-D) edge filters presented by Heijden [7], the following operators are considered to be the main contenders: Canny [6] and its version by Deriche [8], Shen–Castan [9], [10], (see also [11]), Sarkar–Boyer [12], Boie–Cox [13], Spacek [14], Petrou–Kittler [15], and the CVM detector of Heijden [7]. The above filters were primarily constructed as 1-D filters and then extended appropriately into two dimensions.

This paper is focused on the use of directional filtering for edge detection. We show that, eventually, a 2-D eight-directional edge filter can be represented by a pair of matrix filters, or equivalently by one complex-number filter. We start with the description of the details of the eight-directional 2-D edge filter. In the next section we present experimental results of its application for edge detection in real life images. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section-4.
II. Eight-Directional Filter

Consider a digital grey level image \( F(x,y) \), assume we wish to convolve the image with a 2D Gaussian filter to smooth it. The 2D Gaussian smoothing operator \( G(x,y) \) is given by:

\[
G(x,y) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]  

(1)

where \( x,y \) are the image co-ordinates and \( \sigma \) is a standard deviation of the associated probability distribution [16].

Let \( f(x,y) \) denotes to the smoothed image, then:

\[
f(x,y) = F(x,y) \otimes G(x,y)
\]  

(2)

where \( \otimes \) denotes to the convolution operation.

Consider a neighborhood \( R \) of a pixel \( (x,y) \) expanded in the direction \( d \) as shown in Fig. 1. A general nonlinear filtering operation over the region \( R \) may now be defined by [17]:

\[
f(x,y) \rightarrow g((x,y);R) = \sum_{k} h(f(x+u_{k}, y+u_{k}), u) \hat{c}u
\]  

(3)

where \( f(x,y) \) and \( g((x,y);R) \) are the smoothed and filtered images respectively, such a region of interest is rotated in the directions \( d_{1}; \ldots; d_{n} \) to cover the whole \( 2\pi \) angle.

Fig. 1 Directional neighborhood of a pixel \((x,y)\)

Applying the filtering operation (3) over the region \( R_{hk} \); we obtain a so-called conjugate image, \( g_{k}(x,y) \). The edge strength may now be calculated by performing a vector addition of conjugate images. Using the complex-number notation, we have:

\[
g_{n}(x,y) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} g_{k}(x,y)e^{j\theta_{k}}
\]  

(4)

where \( g_{n}(x,y) \) is a complex-number-valued edge strength and its magnitude specifies a scalar edge strength.

If we use linear filters, then a conjugate image in the \( k^{th} \) direction is calculated as a convolution of the smoothed image, \( f(x,y) \); with a \( k^{th} \) directional filter, \( h_{0k} \), as follows:

\[
g_{m}(x,y) = f(x,y) \otimes h_{0k}(x,y)
\]  

(5)

Now, the complex edge strength can be obtained as a convolution of the smoothed image, \( f(x,y) \); with the complex edge filter \( h(x,y) \), as follows:

\[
g_{m}(x,y) = f(x,y) \otimes \sum_{k=1}^{n} h_{0k}(x,y)e^{j\theta_{k}}
\]  

(6)

\[
g_{m}(x,y) = f(x,y) \otimes \sum_{k=1}^{n} h_{0k}(x,y)e^{j\theta_{k}}
\]  

(7)

\[
g_{m}(x,y) = f(x,y) \otimes h(x,y)
\]  

(8)

where \( h(x,y) \) is a sum of appropriately rotated filter components.

In order to estimate two components of the intensity gradient, eight filtering directions (aiming at detecting edges in all directions), e.g. \((0, \pi/8, \pi/4, 3\pi/8, \pi/2, 5\pi/8, 3\pi/4, 7\pi/8)\), might be required. In this case, there are eight directions, \( \theta_{k} = \pi/8, k=0,1,2,\ldots,7, \) thus eight filtering regions.

The complex “eight-directional” edge filter, \( h \); can be directly determined using (7) by adding eight unidirectional components, namely:

\[
h = h_{0} + h_{1/\pi/8}e^{j\pi/8} + h_{1/\pi/4}e^{j\pi/4} + h_{1/3\pi/8}e^{j3\pi/8} + h_{1/2\pi/8}e^{j2\pi/8} + h_{1/3\pi/4}e^{j3\pi/4} + h_{1/5\pi/8}e^{j5\pi/8} + h_{1/7\pi/8}e^{j7\pi/8}
\]  

(9)

for the simplicity let “a” denotes to \( e^{j\pi/8} \), then:

\[
h = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & -a^-1 & 0 & a^-1 & 0 & a & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(10)

Then the complex edge filter can be calculated as:

\[
h = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & j & 0 & a^2 & 0 \\
ja & ja & a^3 & a & 1 \\
0 & -a^-1 & 0 & a^-1 & 0 \\
-1 & -a & a^-1 & -ja & ja^2 \\
0 & -a^-2 & 0 & -j & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(11)
From equations (11), and (12), a 2D eight-directional edge filter can be represented by a pair of matrix filters, or, equivalently by one complex-number filter. Fig. 2 shows its frequency response.

Equation (12) can be written as:

$$h(x,y) = h_x(x,y) + j h_y(x,y) \quad (13)$$

From equation (8), the edge strength is given by:

$$g_m(x,y) = f(x,y) \ast (h_x(x,y) + j h_y(x,y)) \quad (14)$$

$$g_m(x,y) = f(x,y) \ast h_x(x,y) + j f(x,y) \ast h_y(x,y) \quad (15)$$

its magnitude is given by:

$$\text{mag}(g_m(x,y)) = \sqrt{(f_x(x,y))^2 + (f_y(x,y))^2} \quad (17)$$

and its direction by

$$\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{f_y(x,y)}{f_x(x,y)} \right).$$

### III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The eight-directional edge filter has been tested with three images: Wall image (Fig. 3), X-ray image of brain (Fig. 4), and CT image of abdomen (Fig. 5), and some results are presented in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 respectively.
Figures 6(a), 7(a), and 8(a), illustrate the edge strength maps generated using convolution of images with the eight-directional filter of (12). In Figures 6(b), 7(b), and 8(b), the above maps are presented after operations of the non-maximum suppression followed by thresholding with hysteresis algorithms. The threshold parameters are manually adjusted for best results. It is clear from the figures, that the edge maps generated using convolution of images with the eight-directional filter of (12) contain many visibly important edges.

IV. CONCLUSION

Physical edges are one of the most important properties of objects. They correspond to object boundaries or to changes in surface orientation or material properties. Edges help to extracting useful information and characteristics of an image.

In this paper, we have discussed how to build a 2-D edge filter that collects information from eight directions around a central pixel. We show that, such a 2-D eight-directional filter can be represented by a pair of real masks, that is, by one complex-number matrix.

The above filter has been tested in the preceding section. The test is performed on three real life images. The final edges are determined after operations of the non-maximum suppression followed by thresholding with hysteresis algorithms. It is to be noted that on all the real life images considered, the eight-directional edge filter produced fairly good results.
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